packaging

print

prepress for
labels and packages
in different markets

Your prepress partner in the printing industry.
Be it technical printing advice or a joint
development project, we can offer you all the
support you need.

In detail, we cover the complete range of prepress for
gravure, flexographic, offset and silkscreen printing. We
know what matters when it comes to flexible packaging,
we use the latest flexographic technologies in rigid packaging and we have a passion for innovative developments
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in tobacco packaging. In label packaging, we cover the
entire range, from paper and film labels through to
shrink-sleeves, and we know what is required in tub
printing, too.

The broad field of flexible packaging printing is our biggest
market. In business since 1980, we have successfully expanded our international network to make sure we meet
our requirement for a personal customer service. We see
ourselves as a partner for both small and large printers
alike: they all appreciate our excellent support and they

all benefit from our global production standards because,
in addition to professional reproductions and the manufacture of printing and embossing formes, we also place
great emphasis on the exchange of specialist information
and knowledge with our customers.

Thanks to our vast production capacity, we can guarantee
the shortest delivery times and therefore minimise
the valuable time from product development to market
penetration (time-to-market) for your customers, the
brand owners. In addition, we set standards with respect
to quality. We have a particular passion for exclusive

accents, such as tactile structures, surface effects and
3D simulations. That is why we continually invest in
the latest production technologies and have dedicated
teams of experts, so we can exploit the full potential for
packaging refinements according to the current trend.
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Flexible packaging
The all-rounder in the
field of packaging
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In flexible packaging, we manage the entire prepress
stage for both gravure and flexographic printing. We are
familiar with the different properties of various plastics
such as OPP, PE, PET, PVC and OPA, but we are equally
familiar with the refinements of cellophane, aluminium,
metallised films and coated composite foils. With our
many years of experience, we can reliably predict the
effects not only of surface and ink properties, but also of
technical finishing processes on the print result and
take this into account accordingly during reproduction.

Rigid packaging
Robust wrappers for a
wide range of products

In rigid packaging, our spectrum ranges from the digital
phase through to printing forme production. To ensure
the highest quality standards in flexographic printing, we
use the latest technologies and excellent suppliers. In
addition to traditional flexographic plates and sleeves, we
also produce mounted printing formes for large corrugated
board packaging for example. Our portfolio also includes
lacquer plates for refining offset products. Our extensive
expertise in the field of reproduction covers all methods
of packaging printing.
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Label packaging
From paper labels
to shrink sleeves
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Diversity is the keyword in the label packaging sector
because it involves the use of flexographic, gravure and
offset printing on paper and film. This also applies to
cup printing with all its specific requirements. To make
the best use of the usually limited space available on the
labels, refinements are often required for the accents,
but also very small font sizes that can carry all the relevant
information. The reproduction of shrink sleeves, presents
a further challenge because we have to include the
shrinking of the film in the finishing process.

Tobacco packaging
Strong presentation on
a small space

Innovation and precision is required in the tobacco industry
because each package represents space for advertising.
Hence, in tobacco packaging we work continuously to
develop new possibilities to implement exciting visual and
tactile effects. In this respect, our reproduction and
technological competence go hand in hand while we work
on the perfect solution in cooperation with the customer.
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Growth and market orientation. What began
in 1976 with printing copies in the decor sector is
now a global company for prepress solutions.
Through our branches around the world we serve
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four prepress-specific markets with a
broad range of products and services. Our
success story is based on consistent
focus on our customers and their markets.
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Our promise to our customers. To provide
our customers with professional support we
seek active dialogue. We review their specific
requirement and develop the right solution.
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People for quality. We operate in a highly innovative
environment and serve a wide variety of markets. New
trends, products, technologies or even process structures
are part of our everyday life at work. The entire prepress
process is very complex and brings significant potential
for friction losses. Moreover, each of the respective target
markets has its own regularities and dynamics. In the end,
it is our staff who give the decisive impact on the road

to individual and high quality prepress solutions. They
are responsible for content and they also have to ensure
that everything comes together seamlessly during implementation. Hence, not only are they highly qualified in
their particular specialist area, they also receive constant
further training. After all, it is the interplay between
process competence, market expertise and specialist
knowledge that ensures our high quality standard.

For us, the combination of customer focus and
competence provides a strong foundation for any
prepress solution. This is why we seek active
dialogue with our customers and are constantly
working to improve our products and services.
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Knowledge and experience. We leave
nothing to chance. We plan every detail and
ensure meticulous implementation.
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A love for detail. Our passion is to do things well. Our
extensive specialist knowledge and market expertise
are essential in this respect, but only when we combine
these with years of experience are we able to perfect our
prepress solutions. It is precisely this combination that
makes us a competent partner for our customers.
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Janoschka.
The quality people for individual
prepress solutions

packaging

decor

security

solutions

prepress for
labels and packages
in different markets

prepress for
interior and exterior
design

prepress for
printable objects

prepress for
special
applications

We ensure convincing
and consistent staging of
your products. Whether
it is cardboard packaging,
flexible packaging or labels,
uniformly high quality
standards apply worldwide
to our prepress solutions.

In the decor sector, we
are interested in achieving
vibrant surfaces. We know
how wood, stone or design
decors blend into facades,
furniture or floors. We also
create small works of art on
gift wrap and textiles.

Our many years of expertise
and maximum precision in
the manufacture of gravure
cylinders qualify us for
security printing. We are
optimally equipped for this
market thanks to our highly
innovative technologies.

We are as versatile as our
customers. To satisfy the
most varied requirements,
we offer special applications,
machines and tools.
Furthermore, we participate
actively in research and
development projects.

n fmcg

n architecture

n bank notes

n printed electronics

n tobacco

n interiors

n documents

n tools

n print

n gift wrap

n packaging

n r&d

n pharma

n tissue & textile
n automotive
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janoschka.com

printed on
eco-friendly paper
PEFC-certified

